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Indian Institute of Technology Hyderabad 
Kandi - 502 285, Telangana, INDIA 

                                                                                      Phone: (040) 2301 6033; Fax: 
(040) 2301 6032  

 

 
No. IITH/40/2020/RTI/Admin                       

Dated:15.04.2021 
To, 
 

 

 
Sub: Disposal of appeal filed under RTI Act, 2005. 
Ref:  1.Your RTI application with Reg. No.IITHY/R/E/21/00042,dated.31.01.2021. 

                    2.Your appeal No. IITHY/A/E/21/00016, Dt.18.03.2021 
 
Dear Sir/ Madam, 
 
   I have gone through your appeal with registration No. IITHY/A/E/21/00016 
dt.18.03.2021 and the reply furnished by the CPIO with reference to your RTI 
application cited above.  Having examined the matter in detail, I sum up my 
observations as follows. 
 

4 Information Sought 
Information given and details of 

documents, if any, furnished.  

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
This is with reference to the results of the 
written test held on 14thDec, 2020 for the 
post of Executive Assistant (Advertisement 
no-IITH/2020/Rec/NF/8 for post no- 19- 
Executive Assistant). Request you to kindly 
provide the following information- 

No Information Sought. 

 
1. Section wise marks obtained by the 
selected and waiting list candidates of OBC 
category. 

Section wise marks obtained by the 
Selected and Waitlist candidates of OBC 
category are Provided as Annexure-1 
 
The candidates who submitted invalid or 
more than 2 years old OBC certificates 
(by the last date of application i.e. 
17.02.2020) were not considered under 
OBC Selection list/Wait list as per the 
notified instructions to all the candidates. 

 
2. Section wise marks obtained by 
Application no- 7618. 

English: 05; Arithmetic: 06; Work related: 
70 
Total: 81 
 

 
3. Was there any negative marking for 
wrong answers, as it was not mentioned in 
the instructions. 

No negative marking was applied 
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Grounds of the appeal: 

Any Other ground 
 
 
Appeal Text:  
 
Respected Sir/ Madam, 

I thank your good office for sharing the cut off marks and also the marks obtained by 

me, application number 7618 (Total marks# 81. Work Related # 70, English # 5, 

Arithmetic # 6). 

Based on the information shared, I understand that OBC wait list cutoff is 81.  

Tirupati to Hyderabad during the risky situations of the pandemic in order to appear for 

the exam. Also I had to travel with my kid putting his health too at stake. Such is my 

interest and aspiration to earn the job in IIT. Qualifying and getting selected for this 

prestigious exam can be life changing for me. Therefore, I earnestly request your good 

office to prioritize my capability, consider my score and find me my deserving Also, I see 

that 4 candidates' names with a total of 81 (same as mine) have been displayed under 

OBC Wait list section. I would like to know as to why my application number is not 

mentioned under wait list when OBC wait list cut off is 81. (same as mine) As per my 

score in the main subject I stand in the fourth place in the waiting list. 

Let me mention to your good office that I have taken a lot of pain to travel all the way 

from place on the wait list of candidates. 

This is my sincere appeal to you to look into this matter. 

Thanking You in anticipation. 

Bharathi Kalakota 

 

Disposal of Appeal:  

 

1. The procedure adopted by Selection Committee in order to resolve the tie breaks 

and to decide merit order, in cases where the candidates secured same total 

marks, for the post of Executive Assistant is as follows (in order): 

Marks in Work related topic 

Marks in Arithmetic 

Marks in English 

Age  

 

2. Please refer to reply to the point no. 1 of your RTI Application no. 00042 with 

regard to non-placement of your Application under OBC-Waitlist. You have 

submitted an invalid OBC certificate dated 02.05.2013 along with your 

application. In accordance with the online instructions under point no. 12(d), OBC 

Certificate should have been issued on a date within 2 (two) years of the last 

date of receipt of applications, as mentioned in the advertisement. 

 

3. It is for your information that all the candidates under Selection list have joined 

the Institute and as such no waitlist will be operated further. 
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4. Accordingly, your appeal cited above stands disposed of. 

 

5. Appeal against the decision of the Appellate Authority lies with the Central 

Information Commission, Room No.326, ‘C’ Wing, II Floor, August Kranti Bhawan, 

Bhikaji Cama Place, NEW DELHI 110 066. 

 

                                                             
 
 

   Yours faithfully, 

 
Cmde. Manohar Nambiar (Retd),Ph.D. 

Registrar & Appellate Authority, 
e-mail: registrar@iith.ac.in  

040 2301 6055 

mailto:registrar@iith.ac.in

